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PISTOLS

CZ100 Polymer Retail Price...$399

Warranty: One Year
FINISH ............................ Black
WEIGHT (EMPTY) ............. 23 oz.
OVERALL LENGTH ................ 7 in.
OVERALL HEIGHT ................ 5 in.
MAX. WIDTH ................. 1.2 in.
BARREL LENGTH .............. 3.5 in.

SIGHT RADIUS .............. 6.25 in.
CAPACITY .................. 10+1 rds.
GRIP MATERIAL ............ Polymer
OPTIONAL GRIPS ................... No
ACTION TYPE .................... DAO
TRIGGER PULL WT. ......... 10 lbs.

SPECIFICATIONS

single-action trigger traveled 0.3 inch
in the first stage and with 2.25 pounds
of pull, then broke at 5.5 pounds.
(With the first 2.25 pounds used to
take up the first-stage slack.) The
single-action pull was mushy and
traveled a little, we thought.

The frame was aluminum alloy,
the slide stainless steel. The frame
was matte gray, topped by a pol-
ished-gray slide. The trigger, ham-
mer, sights, slide release, magazine
release, and decocker/safety were
all stainless steel. The grips were
hard-plastic panels with a large
checkering pattern. Neither the
front or rear grip frame had any ex-
tra grip enhancement beyond the
bead-blasted finish. The decocker,
slide release and the magazine re-
lease all had parallel lines cut in
them to aid in grip. The magazine
had a very slight forward protrud-
ing lip that served as part of the
grip, supporting the little finger of
the shooting hand. There was a lip
that protruded rearward at the top
of the grip to hold the web of the
shooting hand in position. The top
also provided a safety stop to pro-
tect the hand from the slide.

The hammer did have a spur, al-
lowing for easy thumb-cocking.
There was a spring-loaded ambi-
dextrous decocking lever that will
lower the hammer safely from the
cocked position. This allows
double-action only for the first shot
with no ability for an additional
safe position requiring that it be
released before firing. The gun will
switch to single-action (hammer
cocked) after the first shot and will
remain in that mode until the ham-
mer is manually decocked. The gun
was completely ambidextrous, a plus
for left-handed shooters. The slide
release was stiff and required a fair
amount of hand strength to release.

This gun had a full capacity of 11
rounds, ten in the magazine and
one in the barrel. The rear sight was
a square notch with white dots
bracketed the notch. The front was
a square blade with a white dot. The
rear sight was adjustable for wind-

Our recommendation: The CZ100 is a lightweight and economi-
cal way to carry 10 rounds of .40 S&W. Buy it.

The polymer grip frame is under-
cut from the backstrap, including
a beavertail.

The rounded grip could be im-
proved further by harsher textur-
ing.

The trigger guard is re-
lieved, but we saw no
functional reason for it.
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